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PART A – Project Submission

Ancient Landscapes Gallery: 
Thylacine Design

Award for Excellence
Projects over $150,000
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1. What is your project?
Project description including purpose (and why it was needed), location, mission, aims and objectives

The newly developed Ancient Landscapes gallery highlights the multi-layered significance of the Wellington 
Caves Reserve. Using large-scale immersive multi-media, objects, and interactivity, the Gallery offers visitors 
an insight into the changing face of the site. Visitors travel from the deep past to today, through four key 
themes—the Devonian, the Pleistocene, the Wiradjuri First People, and the recent past. Each of these is 
approached as a snapshot through time, as though looking through a window into the past.

The goal of the Gallery was to contextualise the 400-million-year history of the site, and its multiple levels and 
periods of significance, and to make them accessible to visitors. Rather than attempting to cover this vast and 
diverse history, each theme is framed as a snapshot into a particular moment in time, with the landscape of the 
Caves Reserve the one consistent point of reference. For example, the Devonian theme was set 400 million 
years ago, when the landscape of Wellington was part of a vast fringing reef surrounding an ancient volcano, 
hundreds of kilometres off the eastern coast of the Gondwana continent. This landscape-based snapshot was 
primarily conveyed visually and interactively through a multimedia installation. 

The primary interpretive aim was to highlight the four key aspects (themes) of the site’s significance and to 
make the chronology coherent, for visitors to better understand the site and its significance. This knowledge 
enhances the visitor experience, supporting audiences to have a more meaningful experience when on a Cave 
Tour. The objective was to contextualise what visitors would see on a Cave Tour, and to invite them to explore 
the exhibition’s themes further across the site and the Wellington region (eg the Wiradjuri Cultural Centre).

The mission of the Gallery is to deliver both a unique stand-alone experience, while being read as part of the 
whole Caves Reserve visitor offering. This is done by drawing strongly on key messages that are elevated 
across existing interpretation and delivering an in-gallery visitor experience that is engaging and informative, 
incorporating material culture exhibits, text, graphics and photographs, and both mechanical and digital 
interactives.

The exhibition is located within a 140m2 gallery in a new Visitors Centre, which opened in 2020. It has been 
designed as a non-ticketed add-on experience for visitors to the Caves and its purpose is to add value to the 
overall visitor experience. It serves to occupy those who are waiting for their tour to start, and as an enticement 
for visitors who have not yet decided whether to purchase a Cave Tour ticket. 

The Ancient Landscapes Gallery was curated, designed and constructed by Thylacine Design on behalf of 
Wellington Caves, operated by Dubbo Regional Council. 

2.  How does it demonstrate excellence and best practice in heritage interpretation?
Research, concept planning and methodology

• Audience – profile, expectations and issues

Most visitors to Wellington Caves are drawn by the tourism offering of the Caves and include many non-
traditional museum audiences. This shaped the content development and communication style of the exhibits, 
as well as the design. 

With a high number of families visiting, incorporating tactility and physicality into the interactives facilitates 
a more embodied and physical experience for children, encouraging movement in a site-appropriate and 
sensitive way. The joy of engaging with the immersive multi-media again supports  safe and contained 
movement for children, while also offering an opportunity for parents and caregivers to read and explore the 
exhibition content more deeply.

Design solutions were implemented to reduce risk to both objects and visitors, and to ensure durability of the 
exhibition fittings. These include the height and style of the glass barrier around the Diprotodon skeleton; the 
sturdy materiality of the in-gallery seating; and the robust design of mechanical interactives.  
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• Key messages, themes and storylines

The Ancient Landscapes Gallery draws on the thematic framework identified within the Wellington Caves 
2019 Interpretive Plan to highlight the four key themes of scientific, social, and cultural history of the site—
the Devonian (419-389 million years ago), the Pleistocene (2.5 million-12,000 years ago), the Wiradjuri First 
People (50,000 years ago to now) and Recent History (200 years ago to today). Within that framework, the key 
messages that were identified as being integral to site interpretation were: 

• Wellington Caves are an important site of discovery. 
They are the first site of Megafauna discovery in Australia, and the fossils found here have global significance. 
This scientific journey continues today, and new discoveries still being made 

• The site illustrates evolving geology and the vastness of geological time. 
The site demonstrates a clear evolutionary and geological path, dating from 400 million years ago, to today. 
This is visible within and across the landscape.

• Ecology & conservation are important. 
This landscape is sensitive, and vulnerable to environmental disturbance. We are all caretakers of our 
landscapes and need to be responsible for their continued wellbeing.

To retain cohesion and consistent messaging across the site, the exhibition explores these messages within 
the four key themes (the Devonian, the Pleistocene, the Wiradjuri First People and Recent History) and their 
associated stories.

 
• Communication – techniques and channels / choice of interpretive media

There are a multitude of stories that could be communicated in the Ancient Landscapes Gallery, however due to 
the limited space, it was decided to elevate stories that complemented, rather than repeated, content delivered 
on cave tours. 

Gallery content spans diverse and complex topics, including continent formation, evolution, and extinction. 
The use of graphics, diagrams, and images was key to making this potentially dense scientific information 
accessible to visitors. Adding to this are the ‘wow’ experiences of the large-scale multimedia interactive, and a 
3D printed Diprotodon skeleton, reproduced at life-size, which facilitate a more visceral and embodied response 
to the exhibition’s themes and content.

Also, to maximise space and minimise text, while retaining strong visual appeal, stories were unpacked directly 
through graphics, images, and object labels. This creates a content rich experience, without making it appear 
too text heavy.

• Design – problems solved, appropriateness to setting, aesthetic appeal, cohesive relationship with 
marketing

The challenge of turning a 110m² white box into a meaningful and cohesive experience, featuring two hero 
items and four key themes, each with stories and objects, required careful spatial planning. Angled internal 
walls and sightlines encourage visitor flow in an anti-clockwise direction from the combined entry/exit. The 
layering effect is further enhanced by the spacing of story around the angled walls through form and colours in 
the graphics. 

The design language implemented within the Gallery was developed to be consistent with the exploratory 
experience of venturing into underground caves or wandering through the fossil fields of the Caves Reserve. 
Structured as a band encircling the perimeter opposite the large projection, the visitor is essentially immersed 
360 degrees in an Ancient Landscape.
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Each area along the ribbon features a large background mural scene or texture evoking the four key themes: a 
sense of being underwater in the aquatic Devonian; among the beautiful vegetation and green landscape of the 
Wellington Wiradjuri people; walking the red soil of the Pleistocene; or looking, as if under a microscope, at the 
limestone and fossils discovered during more recent history.

The text and images were balanced throughout the exhibition to be accessible to people from both ends of 
the visitor engagement spectrum; those intent on scientific discovery as well as those passing a few minutes 
between tours.

Finally, we utilised an external, introductory blade as an invitation to the experience, which also enlivens the 
lobby area.

Engagement

• Audiences and method of engagement

Planning for audience engagement was informed by the client, with input on key audiences. The content was 
developed for a general audience, reflecting the primary demographic of Wellington Caves visitors. However, 
given the site’s scientific importance, it also needed to stand up to the scrutiny of subject experts, many of 
whom would view the Gallery while on research trips. Our goal was to deliver content that was accessible and 
engaging for general audiences, while being underpinned by scientific rigour. 

We prioritised multi-sensory engagement across the gallery, with each module incorporating hands-on 
interactivity designed to appeal to diverse audiences. These included touching a 400-million-year-old fossil; 
following the footprints of Wombad and Gadi through a crawl tunnel; and a sliding magnifying glass comparing 
incisor teeth across species. This interactivity is suitable for a range of ages and learning preferences.

While the exhibition draws on the traditional modes of text, objects, images, graphics, and mechanical 
interactives to deliver content, we also planned to combine the latest scientific knowledge with cutting-edge 
digital technology to create a massive multi-media immersive experience. This takes up almost two sides of the 
room and is designed to recreate scenes from the deep past that visitors can interact with, including ancient 
sea creatures, and life-size megafauna. Book-ending the animated components are the two other voices within 
the gallery – the scientific voice, and the First Nations voice.

We were fortunate in having existing connections (from the development of the Interpretive Plan in 2019) with 
scientific and subject experts, including vertebrate and invertebrate palaeontologists at the Australian Museum, 
and researchers and academics at Flinders University. We drew on this expertise to develop and refine content 
across the exhibition, informing everything from the explanation of tectonic movement to the rendering of the 
Pleistocene landscape and the animated forms of invertebrate sea creatures. 

• Stakeholders and method of engagement (including consultation with communities and Indigenous 
representatives).

The inclusion and development of the Wiradjuri storyline is something we are particularly proud of. Previously 
the accepted thinking was that the local Wiradjuri people would not have gone near the caves. However, 
several months into the project, the formation of a Wellington Aboriginal Advisory Panel meant a new voice 
entered the dialogue. With the support of Dubbo Regional Council, we began our consultation process. 

The Wiradjuri community were hugely passionate about their voice and story being included in the developing 
exhibition. Thylacine are committed to allowing First Nations voices to tell First Nations Stories, holding space 
for that input, and assisting with the shaping of content in whatever manner the community wish. In the case 
of the Ancient Landscapes Gallery, we sub-contracted Louise Austin, a member of the Wellington Wiradjuri 
community, to work with key knowledge holders. Through this process we were able to develop an incredible 
creation story relating directly to the Caves, highlighting its cultural significance to the Wiradjuri people, while 
ensuring correct cultural protocols were maintained. 

The timeline the community were working to was extremely tight, yet due to their enthusiasm and commitment 
the deadlines were met, and this important and insightful story can be shared with the public and the broader 
Wellington Wiradjuri community for the first time.
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Implementation

The project was delivered as a stand-alone project located within a pre-existing space. This meant some 
retrofitting of the gallery space to make it fit for purpose, including changing the installed lighting and the 
electrical fittings.

The project was easily able to accommodate the existing needs and function of the building (ticket sales, café, 
shop, education facilities and amenities) as it was developed and produced off site.

We had to work closely with the client once the build commenced to ensure the impacts of installation were 
minimised. All aspects of the project were delivered with the least possible impact on the other functions of the 
building and business.

 
Access 

• Visitors with special needs (e.g. different language groups, low levels of written literacy) or special 
interests

The exhibition meets all the following guidelines and standards:
• Universal Design Principles
• The Smithsonian Guidelines for Accessible Exhibition Design
• The National Standards for Australian Museums and Galleries
• Accessibility (AS1428) and Australian Design standards

Visitors with low level of written literacy, including children, will delight in exploring the animated immersive 
multimedia, with the scientific and cultural significance of the site explained in a short, live-action Introduction 
that bookends the animated component of the multi-media. Here, researcher and palaeontologist Diana Fusco, 
and Wiradjuri man Mick Peachey, each explain the significance of the site to them in 30 second straight-to-
camera pieces, filmed on location in the landscape of the Caves Reserve.

The huge 3D printed Diprotodon skeleton, the largest such reproduction in Australia, is positioned as the 
centrepiece of the Gallery, and provides stunning visual impact. Elsewhere, the hands-on interactives such 
as crawling under the Diprotodon plinth for a unique view of the skeleton through a Perspex dome, touching a 
400-million-year-old fossil, or sliding a magnifier over fossilised teeth of varying sizes, offers engagement for all 
ages and levels of literacy.

To make the scientific content intellectually accessible to a broad audience, we developed explanatory graphics 
and visuals to convey complex information wherever possible.

• Other strategies for improving visitor access

Through incorporating a First Nations voice delivered in adherence to cultural protocols, the Gallery also offers 
an access point for the local Wellington Wiradjuri community. This is an important step in creating a place that 
is welcoming for community, on a site that has great cultural significance.

 
Training 

In a practical sense, training was provided to all staff of the Wellington Caves Visitors Centre in the operation of 
the multimedia interactive, including basic trouble-shooting tips.

In a broader sense, the project also represents a process of mutual capacity building, enhancing storytelling 
and engagement capabilities of both the content development team and the Wellington Wiradjuri community. 

By holding a space in the exhibition for the community to fill as they wished, we created a wonderful opportunity 
that was embraced, and delivered a result that far exceeded everyone’s expectations. We worked with a 
member of the local Wiradjuri to gather content, building capacity within the community for communicating 
stories and culture in the context of the museum environment, and creating new opportunities for cultural 
knowledge sharing within the Wiradjuri community. 
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Conversely, we as non-Indigenous content developers strengthened our approach to working with First Nations 
communities. Through genuinely offering the community their own canvas, and supporting, but not leading, 
their process, we have discovered a new way of advocating for community to tell their stories, in their own 
voices. This is the truly reciprocal nature of a process of authentic community consultation. 

 
3.  Identify the resources needed for your projects (e.g. staff, materials, money). Demonstrate how you 
used these resources effectively

• Detail your project costs as accurately as possible including labour (incl. volunteers), materials and 
installation.

Design, Documentation, Curatorial $ 100,000
Showcasing, Objects & Mounts $ 79,520
Internal Build $ 53,052
Joinery & Graphics $ 72,670
Media & Lighting $ 351,776
Install $ 31,902
Packing & Delivery $ 11,040
TOTAL $ 699,960

• Choice of interpretive media for maximum or desired effect

This budget breakdown shows the significant investment made in media and lighting. The rationale behind this 
choice was that a large-scale immersive experience was going to be the most engaging and impactful method 
of illustrating the Devonian and the Pleistocene periods and conveying the ‘windows through time’ message. 

For visitors to experience the ancient Devonian fringing reef that, hundreds of millions of years later became 
the landscape they are standing on, or to see mighty megafauna rendered at life size, we needed significant 
investment in both technology, and digital animation.  

Cost-effectiveness versus ‘reach’ to intended audience (here you may like to enlarge on project 
budget/cost)

Wellington Caves welcomes approximately 35,000 visitors each year. Located within the Visitors Centre and 
only a few feet from the Ticket Counter, it is anticipated that the vast majority of visitors will explore the Gallery.

The multi-media immersive was designed to be highly attractive, both to entice people into the Gallery, and, 
through word of mouth and social media sharing, to attract new visitors to the site, and increase audiences 
more broadly.

4. How has your project met clear and measurable outcomes for your client/organisation and 
stakeholders?

• How project meet or exceed the organisation’s expectations (in relation to outcomes)

The Ancient Landscapes Gallery was only open to the public for two weeks before the region was plunged into 
a COVID-19 lockdown, in which it currently remains (at the time of submission). Nonetheless, initial feedback 
received from Wellington Caves is positive.

TripAdvisor reviews from those who have not pre-booked tickets often mention the inconvenience of waiting for 
the next tour. It is anticipated that the Ancient Landscapes Gallery will significantly alleviate this issue, with a 
corresponding shift in online reviews. 
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• How did project meet or exceed stakeholder/community expectations (in relation to outcomes)

Stakeholder feedback from the Wellington Wiradjuri community has also been overwhelmingly positive, in 
regard to both the process, and the outcome. Kerryann Stanley, Aboriginal Liaison Officer at Dubbo Regional 
Council and convenor of the Wellington Aboriginal Advisory Panel, believes that this exhibition “is truly the 
product of authentic consultation and inclusive conversations resulting in amazing cultural outcomes for our 
community. I was very impressed with the cultural component of the Ancient Landscapes Gallery and I know 
my community will be too.”

• Aspects of the project that did and did not work.

Other aspects of the project that worked well include the use of 3D printing technology to replicate a life-size 
Diprotodon fossil skeleton. Delivering this object required collaboration across several institutions, including the 
South Australian Museum, the Australian Museum, and Flinders University, all of whom made their digital files 
of scanned Diprotodon fossils available to us. 

The specimen thus brings a modern approach to the traditional practice in museums of sharing fossil casts in 
order to display complete specimens. The successful outcome of this collaborative approach is demonstrated in 
the skeleton itself, thought to be the most complete such representation of a Diprotodon in existence.

• How the project could be improved.

The main area of the project that could be improved is the level of content included in the immersive 
multimedia. Unfortunately, budgetary constraints limited the amount of content that could be incorporated in this 
first iteration; however, a solution has been designed into the product. Should future funding become available, 
it would be relatively easy to upload additional content into the existing multimedia.


